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How to make real home theater

Catch popcorn, it's time for theatre — in your own home! While it's nice to spend the night in the cinema, what about those nights when you just want to stay and watch a movie? Lounging on a couch or bed is great, but the home theater is even better. This theater does not have to contain every element of a typical theater, it simply needs to be convenient and properly configured.
Here's what you can do to create the perfect home theater. Choose the right roomYou have a medium-sized room in the house that does not receive a lot of light? If so, this is probably the best room for your theater. The less light gets inside the room, the more it will feel like an actual cinema. To avoid light, you can always buy window shades that allow minimal light through. A
common choice for a home theater is a cellar, but it is best if you have a finished cellar. This is for obvious reasons and not so obvious reasons. One of the reasons that may not be so obvious is carpets. When choosing a room for a home theater, it is worth choosing one that has carpets. Every theater I was in had carpeted floors. This is for acoustic reasons, plus carpets can
make for more stylish theater, especially if it's movie themed! Choose a projector or HDTVWiejna people can already own an HDTV. Most of the new models are thin and have large screens, almost resembling a cinema screen. If you do not have a suitable TV for your home theater and are not interested in buying it, you can opt for a projector and a screen. Although you can have
your heart set on a big TV or screen because you want your theater to be similar to the real one, it's better to choose one that rests well in your space. You should also consider the distance your eyes will be from the screen. If your space is too small, it's okay to go with smaller options - after all, that's why the first row in the theater is often empty. Comfort is one of the main
reasons why people decide to create their own home theaters, so comfortable furniture is on the list. You can go from sitting in a theatrical style, but one or two cozy couches are just as good. It depends on how much you want your space to look like a theater. Along with comfortable furniture, you will need solid furniture for storing equipment. You can decide to hang the TV on the
wall or put it on the entertainment stand. Depending on the entertainment booth, most likely there will be a decent amount of space where you can put any DVD players, Blu-ray players, etc. One of the things you're going to want to hang, not the position in the console, is the speakers. Arrange receiverSee is used for proper operation. Most parts of the system should be connected
to the receiver for easy and structured management. The image you see on the screen, along with the sound speakers, is due to the receiver. The speakers have a big impact on the Experience. The speakers are available in different sizes. There are speakers on the shelves and standing speakers. Installing surround sound with speakers enhances the overall video experience.
Do not forget DecorThe cherry on top is the décor. There are a lot of home theater related décor out there. This includes carpets, wall art, throw pillows, and much more! Some of them have paintings related to the theater, such as popcorn, film rolls and sodium pop. You can even add your own red carpet or red curtains to resemble those seen in the theater. The sooner you get
everything you need for your home theater, the faster you'll sit and relax in it! So catch your favorite movie and don't forget popcorn and candy! Featured Photos: via freeimages.com This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country Nothing says Hollywood quite like the dramatic music that introduces universal movies and 20th Century Fox. In fact,
it's hard to hear notes for the 20th Century Fox movie without expecting to be transported to a galaxy far, far away by John Williams' opening score for Star Wars. There's something that plays close to a second to these powerful intros, though - actually sitting in a cozy seat in a dark room, watching movies on a giant projector screen while fanfare plays out around you. For a long
time the only way to experience that was to drive to the cinema and buy a ticket and bucket of inflated popcorn. But now, thanks to the constant march of technology and the ad emergence of HD, home theaters are more affordable than ever. Digital movie projectors are not exactly cheap and you can easily spend tens of thousands of dollars to build the ultimate home theater in
your home. But home theater doesn't have to break the bank, and these 10 tips, affordable and expensive, will help turn a home theater into a room that captures the magic of a real movie. And yes, popcorn is included. Home theater content is all about comfort. Without a good seat, it will never fit into the theatrical experience. And if you're willing to spend some money, you can
hook up a few places that are as comfortable as those padded chairs that we love to resist in the theater. There is good and bad news when it comes to choosing a place in the home cinema. The good news is that there are plenty of choices in the market. The bad news is that they are not cheap. You can go with chairs that are spot on replica ones in the theater, along with flip-up
rocker bottoms and thick padding such as Alessandria Convention Seats. But this is your private theater - you can make it better than cinema, with luxurious leather chairs such as the tilting power of the Berkline 45002. There are many other choices. You can even consider home theater couches. Advertising Finally, consider installing some seat pawns. The only way to large large
is to make sure that the theatre room supports stadium seating, so that everyone has an unobstructed view of the screen. Let's face it: As big as they are, 60-inch plasma TVs just can't be compared to the majesty of cinema screens. If you're building a small home theater, perhaps a conventional HDTV is the right choice for you. But to make your home theater feel like a real
cinema, projector and screen combination is probably the best choice. In general, you need a projector with a high contrast ratio for accurate colors, a bright light bulb for vivid image and 1080p video support for high definition video. Mount your home theater projector from the ceiling and choose a screen that fits your room. With the projector, you should be able to fill a screen with
a diagonal of at least 2.5 meters. It's a huge leap for a large plasma or LCD HDTV and brings home theater setup into the realm of real theater. While you can shine a projector on an empty wall, nothing beats the color reproduction or theatrical experience of a giant white screen hanging on the wall [source: CarltonBale.com]. The downside of the projector-screen combination is
the lighting challenge; keeping the room in the dark is the key to preserving image quality. We will discuss how to improve the atmosphere of home theater and achieve ideal lighting conditions later. Ad Surround sound video is intended to attract viewers to the experience – to add a richer, deeper interaction between the video and our mind. And sometimes it is designed to be
loud, rumbling and powerful noise that surprises us or gets our hearts pumping. No matter what music or effects come out of the speakers, surround sound is an integral part of the movie experience and a must for home theater. The best is 7.1 surround sound, which uses eight audio channels to surround you with a sound bubble. Left, right and center speakers attack at the front,
and four additional surround speakers are positioned on the sides and back. The eighth channel is intended exclusively for bass from the subwoofer. Since 2010, home theater has had an advantage over real theaters when it comes to sound. Toy Story 3 was the first film to be sent to cinemas with 7.1 audio support [source: Flynn]. But in turn, more than 200 high-definition Blu-ray
movies are available with 7.1 audio [source: Blu-ray Statistics]. Ad surround sound systems are available in many forms. You can buy a home theater in a box that comes with an entire speaker system and receiver, or you can choose to purchase more expensive speakers as a set (or individually) and manually select a receiver to tie the entire system. Speakers are important -
after all, they pump out sound - but our next component, the home entertainment system, is responsible for handling all the high-resolution sounds and videos we need processing our home theater. Speakers are nothing without a home entertainment system. Most part of the entertainment system, the receiver, is responsible for collecting audio data - from a Blu-ray movie disc or
a computer streaming a movie from Netflix - and transmitting it to the speakers. A good receiver supports a large number of inputs and outputs, from high-resolution digital HDMI connectors and optical connectors to video and audio to analog component ports to individual speaker channels for 7.1 configurations. There are plenty of items that go into choosing the perfect receiver,
so do your research before buying anything. Online guides like Receivers: How to Choose Crutchfield are great places to start. Unfortunately, our work is not over yet - building a home entertainment system is more than a choice of receiver. The receiver downloads the audio and video you want to play and directs it to the right place, but you still need a way to play those DVDs,
Blu-ray discs, or web movies. An essential part of any current home theater is the Blu-ray player, which will allow you to watch 1080p HD movies with Dolby Digital surround sound. Another great addition to home theater is a multimedia computer, which is a computer built clearly to store and play multimedia content on a large TV screen. Today, software like Boxee is designed to
aggregate web and video content stored on your own computer into an easy-to-use interface designed for large screens rather than computer monitors. Advertising Soundproofing home theater is important for several reasons. First, you will improve the sound quality of your theater with the right acoustics. After two, you'll keep the sound from the rest of the house outside - no
breaks from the washing machine, dishwasher or blender [source: SoundproofFoam]. These kinds of intrusive noises always seem to appear in the saddest, most dramatic scenes, right? The third reason why a soundproofed room - and probably the most important one - is to keep the soundtrack of the film. If you live in a giant house in the middle of nowhere, it's probably not so
important. But without proper sound insulation, noisy movie scenes can disturb other people in the house, or worse, neighbors who can call and complain about a hellish racket. Thus, covering the walls of the home theater with acoustic panels can improve sound quality, and padding and insulation can reduce the noise transmitted by walls and floors [source: Soundprooffoam].
Proper insulation of the room should effectively isolate the home theater from the outside world, leaving us one of the main intruders to fight: light. Advertising Image quality from the projector is best in a dark room. When light is disturbed by the projector image, you need a brighter output from the projector to keep the image alive [source: Central Projector]. In addition to what kind
of cinema in a half-lit room? Your home theater should be as dark as possible, and this may involve getting work done with windows door in the room. Ideally, the room would be completely windowless, but the curtains can solve the problem of light falling from the outside. Buy thick, heavy curtains that will block all incoming light and establish a color scheme for your home theater.
Forget about boring white walls - if you bought acoustic panels, paint the walls in a color corresponding to soft acoustic material. The main problem in painting the room is the use of a flat, neutral color. This will reduce the amount of light reflected by the walls and ceiling, and dark colors will help you disappear indoors and allow you to see only the screen [source: Boylan]. When
buying window curtains, consider adding one more luxury: a velvet curtain on the film screen to lend the room a little theatrical style. Advertising like this, we just spent the last step of the clitoris with an ugly light peering into our theater from the outside. Light is the enemy, right? Yes - but we still need to be able to see, so consider installing your own controlled lighting to add some
style to the room - and prevent tripping or other incidents that can occur in complete darkness. In the spirit of true theater, LED rope lighting is an amazing choice for lighting the floor. You can wrap it along a designated path to guide people from the door to their places. If the long strings of lights sound like too much trouble, install the lights under the seats, where they will offer
enough lighting when you sit down. Of course, these subtle lights are not enough to illuminate the whole room; when you're not watching movies, you'll want some overhead lighting. Use dimmers so you can slowly lower the lights down when it's show time. To really post class to your room, use wall sconces instead of boring ordinary lights – they will be the perfect complement to
our next home theater must-have [source: HTMarket]. Advertising What is the No. 1 absolute-must-have decorative element for home theater? Movie posters. In the theater, the posters are actually degraded to the lobby and hallways, but in the home theater you can customize as much as you like with posters that pay homage to the best cinema. Affordable printouts of
reproductions of movie posters are easy to find online on sites like Amazon and AllPosters.com. But if you want to take an extra step, hunt for original posters on eBay. Original posters can be classic works of art and cost much more than $15 reproduction prints; are printed on higher quality paper and in a limited number. Whether you're buying affordable posters or rare originals,
make sure you frame them – even simple black frames will greatly improve your presentation. Advertising With a giant screen, mood lighting, amazing sound, and even a composition that fills your home theater, you've created a room you never want to leave. It's the perfect cave for diving in galaxies far, far away. Well, almost. Now all you need is movie popcorn. And you can fill in
the air with the aroma of popcorn with a real popcorn machine - will add a tasty snack and all the personality to your theater. Although the popcorn machine is a traditional choice of food machine, nothing stops you from taking steps further. Why not build your own snack bar to complement popcorn? If you prefer alcohol over popcorn, build a real bar in the corner of your theater,
along with drinks and a mini-fridge for anything that needs to remain icy. Advertising This is the last step to creating a home theater as good as the real thing. All you have to do now is implement a practical way to take control of everything without juggling five remote controls and 10 light switches. This means you need a universal remote control to help you control your projector
and home entertainment system. Remote controls, such as the Logitech Harmony universal model, are compatible with more than 225,000 devices, and a single remote control can control up to 15 pieces of hardware, making them extremely programmable and easy to use [source: Logitech]. Controlling absolutely everything in the home theater is difficult. You can buy automated
curtains and lights that come with remote controls, but tying it all together in one unit goes beyond the capabilities of your average universal remote, like those from Logitech. For a more complete solution, there are products such as the Philips Pronto line: A device called an extension cord connects to automated light and blind systems in addition to entertainment devices such as
stereo systems [source: Philips]. Once all of these are connected, the wall panel or portable control panel can connect to the extension cord via Wi-Fi and provide remote control over every bit of functionality in the room [source: Philips]. Combining total control in one device won't be easy, but take it off and no doubt you'll have the coolest (and most comfortable) home theater on
the block. Susan Bennett never knew she would become one of the most famous voices in the world until Siri debuted on iPhones in 2011. HowStuffWorks tells its story. Bale, Carlton. Home theater projector screen for every budget. November 15, 2010 (March 21, 2011). . Berkline Home Theater Seats. (20 March 2011). . Blu-Ray Disc Statistics - Statistics page. (March 16, 2011).
Chris. What color should I paint the walls of the home theater? January 19th, 2007. (March 17, 2011). Ryan. Pixar Gets Dolby to Come Up with Rain of Sound Technology to Match 3-D Movies. 23 May 2010 (16 March 2010) Sconce home theater. (March 22, 2011). -- signs -- décor -- -- LED rope light. (22 March 2011). -- signs -- the décor of -- -carpeting-home-theater-lighting-led-
lighting-led-rope-light.htmlLogitech.com. Harmony Remotes. (March 30, 2011). Evan. Your Screen: How Big Should It Be? 11 May 2007 (17 March 2011). . How it works. (21 March 2011). . RFX9600. (21 March 2011). . Buyer's Guide to Business Projectors: Brightness. (March 19, 2011). . Top 10 home theater projectors. March 20, 2011 (March 22, 2011). . Guide to
Soundproofing &amp; Improving Acoustics within Your Home Theater. (March 17, 2011). . HDTV configuration. (March 17, 2011). 2011).
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